The label is based on the concept of an abstract and sinuous double element, that seeks contact but only manages to touch itself fleetingly in one place.
This inspired by the relationship betwen Romeo and Juliet, lovers who could not express their feelings openly, because of the rivalry of their respective families, but that make sure
that nothing could destroy their great love.
The abstract elements are in relief with respect to the label plane (in dark grey with a matte finish) in order to highlight the symbol, also thanks to the use of a silver metallic effect
with a mirror effect. In this way the label also makes, use of the constrast between light and shadow that is constantly present in the events narrated in the plot.
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capsule: metal silver

JULIET
vine shoot with Capuleti and
Montecchi grapes

ROMEO
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abstract and sinuous
double element

Project of the label
scale 1:1

background: matte dark grey
text: glossy black (embossed)
emblem: metal silver (embossed)

wine goblet shape

Francesco Hayez
The last kiss of Romeo and Juliet

The idea is an abstraction that takes inspiration from the Francesco Hayez "The last kiss of Romeo and Juliet, where we see expressed in its
completeness, the fugacity of a loving contact signed by a stolen kiss. The relationship that binds the guys is as strong as a small vine shoot, which
climbs and makes its way into difficulties, schematized in the centre of the label, which is an union between the two abstrct elements.
Small fruits are represented by a red grape (Montecchi's color) and a blue grape (Capuleti's color).

Labelled bottle
scale 1:1

Looking at the label as whole, it is possible to read between the lines the representation of a wine goblet tightened to the middle and wider at the
ends. The base is wide enough to keep it standing upright, a long stem and a slender shape that enhances the different types of wine.

